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Quirky Stylin 

"House of Alternative Fashion"

If you have a fashion sense different from mainstream designs, then head

to Quirky Stylin and shop away. Specializing in everything from

steampunk and gothic clothing to pinup and rockabilly wear, the store is a

haven for those interested in alternative fashion. Otaku accessories can

also be bought to complement the trendy outfits on display here. If you

are in the mood to dress up differently, then a couple of hours spent

shopping at Quirky Stylin will not disappoint.

 +61 8 8410 0048  www.quirkystylin.com  quirkystylin@gmail.com  99A Hindley Street, Adelaide

SA
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Miss Gladys Sym Choon 

"Trendy and Fashionable Products"

Shop for an extensive range of goods at Miss Gladys Sym Choon. Located

in the heart of the city, the store stocks up on a huge variety of products

for both men and women. Apparels, accessories and more can be found

here. Shoes can also be shopped from here as the store is known for

housing the best footwear products in the city. One can easily shop for

highly quality goods from brands like Top End, Rains, Rollie, Casa Kuma

and more. Head to Miss Gladys Sym Choon and shop for some trendy and

quality products for yourself or your loved ones.

 +61 8 8223 1500  missgladyssymchoon.com

.au/

 info@missgladyssymchoon

.com.au

 235A Rundle Street,

Adelaide SA
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Tu Yu 

"Latest Fashion Outfits"

Enjoy exploring the vibrant collection of clothing at Tu Yu. This store is

ideal for women's shopping and stocks the latest trends and designs that

flatter the body and make one stand out from the crowd. Browse through

the collection and you will find a variety of cuts, shapes and colors that

enhance your look. The staff is polite and friendly.

 +61 8 8267 3167  www.northadelaidevillage.com.au/s

tores/retailer/tu-yu-adelaide/

 14 O'Connell Street, North Adelaide

Village Shopping Complex, Adelaide SA
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Wild Child Stylelab 

"There Is One Lurking In You"

Wild Child is an ultra trendy, cutting-edge ladies fashion for the wild (and

preferably wealthy) in us all! Classic velvet dresses and leather jackets rub

shoulders with flimsy little rainbow-colored numbers and bold, red-fur

lined coats. There are also shoes and jewelery to complete the outfit.

Stunning formal dresses are also available here.

 +61 8 8271 3711  www.wildchildstylelab.co

m.au/

 nickicarapella@hotmail.co

m

 167-171 King William Road,

Hyde Park, Adelaide SA
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Niki Belle 

"The World of Fashion"

The next time you require something trendy for a weekend party or get-

together, head to Niki Belle. This amazing designer store showcases a

number of labels like Bronx & Banco, Nookie, By Johnny, Acler and

Zhivago. The designs and style are in keeping with the latest fashions and

are sure to set you apart from the crowd.

 +61 8 7225 1191  nikibelle.com.au/  Sales@nikibelle.com.au  3/185 The Parade, Adelaide

SA
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Sooki 

"Fashionable You"

Sooki is a powerful name in the fashion circles of the city. The designs and

patterns that are a part of the collection are sported by many celebrities

and dignitaries. Here one can find many colors and styles, each one

successful in flattering the form and enhancing the appeal of the wearer.

The prices are on the higher side, but the clothes are well worth the

money.

 +61 8 8332 0704  sooki.com.au/  240 The Parade, Norwood SA
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Burnside Village 

"Exquisite and Elegant"

Arguably the most elegant shopping center in Adelaide, Burnside hosts

designer boutiques, classy home wares stores and lots of gourmet

produce, each reflecting the area's affluence. Fashion, gift and specialty

stores, news agencies, chemists and a Coles supermarket will meet all of

your shopping needs, while the Village Market contains an abundance of

delectable temptations. The transparent ceiling and graceful design

create a light and spacious atmosphere, sure to ease the stresses of any

big shopping spree. In addition, cafes and the open-air, vine-covered

courtyard make the most mundane shopping expedition a pleasant

experience.

 +61 8 8338 1911  www.burnsidevillage.com.

au/

 mail@cohengroup.com.au  447 Portrush Road, Glenside,

Burnside SA
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